Student group backs Branstad

By ADAM B. SULLIVAN

The year was 1983, and a 35-year-old Terry Branstad was sworn in for his first term as Iowa governor. Future UI student Nick Petnehzky wasn’t going to be born for another seven years.

Back to the future: A 19-year-old Pottebaum said. “When it comes down to knowing Branstad as their governor,”

But the UI group Students for Branstad isn’t an anomaly — the former governor’s campaign is making a conscientious effort towards rallying the youth vote in both Iowa’s Republican primary and the November general election.

“I thank people (any age) who grew up knowing Branstad as their governor,” Branstad said. “When it comes down to you want somebody who can win, and you want someone who identifies with the same things you do.”

The students’ talking points mimic those of older Branstad supporters. They center on the same-time governor’s economic record, pointing to job creation and economic growth as a reason to believe he will have an advantage in the upcoming election because he was previously governor.

By EMILY BUSSE

Student group back Branstad

Purchasing change could hurt IC

By JOSEPH BELK

A public forum in Des Moines tonight could help determine whether Iowa stores can continue to sell high-proof liqueurs such as Everclear.

The forum on the highly concentrated alcohol, held at Drake University, won’t be limited to discussion on Everclear: Other high-proof spirits, such as Bacardi 151, are also on the agenda.

The Iowa Alcoholic Beverages Division is leading the forum and seeking input from the public about the possibility of regulating high-proof spirits, such as Everclear 151.

The forum could include regulating sales of Everclear on football weekends.

High proof under Iowa scrutiny

Possible restrictions could include regulating bottle size.
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UT's English-language standard low in Big Ten

UI admission standards for the common English-language test are the second-lowest in the Big Ten despite an increased focus on international recruitment.

By JOE CARLSON

The UI received almost 30,000 applications for the fall, making it one of the largest applications pools in the Big Ten. However, the number of applications does not necessarily reflect the number of candidates accepted by the university. The UI has a rolling admission policy, meaning that students are accepted on a space-available basis until the university reaches its enrollment goals. The UI also has a competitive application process, with many qualified students vying for limited space in the entering class.

The UI has a long-standing tradition of excellence in education. The UI has been recognized as one of the top universities in the nation for many years. The UI has a strong commitment to teaching and research, and its faculty and students are widely recognized for their excellence.

The UI has a diverse and vibrant community, with students from all over the world. The UI has a strong commitment to diversity and inclusion, and its campus is home to a diverse and welcoming community of students, faculty, and staff.

The UI has a long-standing tradition of excellence in athletics. The UI has won numerous national championships, including the NCAA men's basketball championship, the NCAA women's basketball championship, and the NCAA football championship.

The UI has a strong commitment to service and community engagement. The UI has a long-standing tradition of service, and its students, faculty, and staff are committed to making a positive impact in the world. The UI is home to numerous community service programs, including service-learning opportunities, community service projects, and volunteer programs.

As grants run dry, some UI researchers may face furloughs
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Jeffrey Larson increases the number of judges who started at UI.

Larson’s father, Jerry Larson, served on the Iowa Supreme Court from 1978 to 2008, making him the longest-serving member on the court’s history. Larson is one of more than 170 judges or magistrates in the Iowa judiciary who attended the UI in the past.

Larson’s peers said they have enough votes to slow costs. But it’s unclear whether they have enough votes to carry it out.

Last week’s victory by Republican Scott Brown in Massachusetts cost Democrats the 60th vote they need to maintain undivided control of the Senate, jeopardizing the outcome of the health-care bill just when Obama had brokered a final deal on most of the major issues.

The new strategy is as risky as it is bold. There is widespread disapproval in Congress for the Senate bill. Democrats say they have enough votes to pass it, but it’s unclear whether they have enough votes to carry it out.

WASHINGTON — Democratic congressional leaders are outlining around these last, best hope for salvaging President Obama’s sweeping health-care overhaul. Their plan is to pass the Senate bill with some changes to accommodate House Democrats, secure Senate Democratic votes and Monday leaders will present the idea to the rank and file this week, but it’s unclear whether they have enough votes to carry it out.
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Washington Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., said last week she does not have the votes to pass the Senate bill without changes to the Senate bill. Democrats are coalescing around a plan to pass a health-care bill without Senate Judiciary votes to pass the Senate bill without Senate Judiciary votes.
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By J.T. BUGOS
jttbugos@dailyiowan.com

As a 10-year-old boy, Stacey Brook sneak a 12-inch black-and-white antenna into his room so he could catch glimpses of his favorite Philadelphia Flyers and 76ers and his favorite athlete, the Sixers Julius “Dr. J” Erving.

“I got terrible reception, but you could see it was basketball games,” reflected Brook, a UI economics lecturer.

“Everybody in one in a while it would come in clearer, and I’d get to see ‘Erving’.”

Brook’s infatuation with sports—he particularly likes hockey and football—eventually merged with economics, a subject Brook enjoyed in his college years at Eastern New Mexico University.

These two seemingly disparate fields fused to become a large chunk of his adult life. He now teaches Sports Economics once a year at the UI, prepared in his 1987 book, with a wealth of knowledge he collected during his 14 years at the University of New Mexico.

In 2007, Brook’s interest in sports economics led him to the Many Myths in Modern Sport, giving readers insight on each discrete topic as the statistical value of athlete and the effect of strikes on attendance.

The ideas to the 224-page book spawned more than a decade earlier.

Brook and Dave Berri, a co-author, would frequently stir up friendly arguments about sports during their time in the economics graduate programs at Colorado State University.

“Brook and the two eventually grew tired of the verbal sparring and instead started collecting data. They used their economic and statistical tools to look at questions they had previously debated.

‘We didn’t take any class on it, and we pretty much taught ourselves how to do this,” Berri said.

In fact, courses focusing sports and economics didn’t really exist when Brook and Berri began their research in the mid-90s, but now the pair say it’s a popular course taught all over the nation.

In 2007, Brook’s interest in economics was reawakened in a book, The Wages of Hockey, Norristown, Pa.

“ ‘It would come in clearer, and I’d get to see ‘Erving.’ ”

Brook, who is the best player, and why ‘ ‘Mayo’ Brook said.

‘ ‘He is in every indoor conversations, and just enjoys hearing people and having them learn from him.”

What Brook and his co-authors “created in an algorithm that, they argue, comes closer than any previous statistical measure to capturing the true value of a basketball player.”

The ideas to the 224-page book, there is an evaluation of attendance after the strikes in both the NHL and NFL. Brook found in interesting that the year after the strikes, attendance stayed the same in the NFL and actually rose in the NHL contrary to the expectations.

Player productivity is also an integral part of the work. According to a review in The New Yorker, Brook and Berri created an algorithm that allows people to better understand what makes a basketball player, and that he’s the best player, and why Mayo Brook said.

‘ ‘He is in every indoor conversations, and just enjoys hearing people and having them learn from him.”

What Brook and his co-authors “created in an algorithm that, they argue, comes closer than any previous statistical measure to capturing the true value of a basketball player.”

For the love of the game (& truth)

UI lecturer Stacey Brook combines economics and his passion for sports.

Stacey Brook

• hometown: Harrison, Pa.
• favorite sport: hockey
• favorite team: Flyers
• favorite athlete: Iverson
• favorite TV show: ’Deadliest Catch’
• interesting hobby: finance

University of Microelectronics class in the Pappajohn Business Building on Monday.

Stacey Brook said, laughing, “It’s very difficult to ever come what you know to be true, when it’s not true and that’s one of the things we’ve noticed a lot.”
Opinions

E lecting regents wouldn’t solve the fundamental problem

This year could be transformational for the state Board of Regents.

Despite the considerable number of students, Rep. Jeff Kaufmann, R-Winds, is drafting a bill that would make the regents elected. The move would surely disrupt our conversation with the regents’ decision to make two of the seven regents elected, despite the soundness of Kaufmann’s proposal.

While Kaufmann contends electing regents would lead to better decisions, there are no major problems with the current process while we have disagreements with the regents, we feel they have shown a strong openness to discussion—so that we believe we would not be greatly improved through elections.

Regent Ruth Barkenhicks backs the current system.

“I believe the appointment system has served Iowa well, especially since there are requirements for both political party and gender representation that guide any upcoming governor’s selections,” she wrote in an email.

Regent Robert Donner has also come out against a regents election very strongly. The Daily Iowan in December that he “would not be surprised” if the Iowa Board of Regents would be composed of seven elected seats, two appointed individuals, and one other student member.

While Kaufmann contends electing regents would lead to better decisions, there are no major problems with the current process while we have disagreements with the regents, we feel they have shown a strong openness to discussion—so that we believe we would not be greatly improved through elections.

Regent Robert Donner lists proposed plans for budget reductions Oct. 29, 2009, in the University of Northern Iowa’s Macaque 3.

You get a veto, only the Democrats do. That’s because they are scared, scared of losing power; that’s because they are feeling pretty feisty believing they are a majority and would be gone if they were less than a 51-49 margin in the Senate.

That would be a 51 percent majority, if you’re keeping score at home, which is a normal person, ‘if there are any of those left’ would sound like a fairly large majority. But we are speaking about Democrats here.

You see, I know — the Senate needs to vote to pre- sent a Republican filibuster under the quorum, to use the parlance of the Senate, Bills.I’m childly enough, President George W. Bush, when the GOP controlled Congress, felt like he was facing the same problem.

In addition, there is already a restriction that prevents Iowa governors from installing more than one regent where the governor does not have party affiliation. This regulation is effective for approximately six months following the election of the regents.

In essence, the regents’ rejection of this plan is preventing us from being elected, and the plan will go into effect next year, they oppose these limitations.

The basic argument against Kaufmann’s propos- al is simple. Don’t fix what’s not broken. While it is their responsibility to find ways to lower the sever- ity of budget cuts, there are other ways to changing financial decisions — it’s not the type of workers that they are facing or campaigning. Indeed, just the thought of

Robert Regent Donner lists proposed plans for budget reductions in December 2008, in the University of Northern Iowa’s Macaque 3.

YOU GET A VETO, ONLY THE DEMOCRATS DO. THAT’S BECAUSE THEY ARE SCARED, SCARED OF LOSING POWER; THAT’S BECAUSE THEY ARE FEELING PRETTY FEISTY BELIEVING THEY ARE A MAJORITY AND WOULD BE GONE IF THEY WERE LESS THAN A 51-49
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Strive while the music’s hot

The piano-percussion Strike Duo brings a rounded collection of classical music to Iowa City.

By JOSE JONES

The genre of a new music album is a modern kind of collaboration, as the two turned to make a dent in the field of music.

We had similar ideas on new music and similar tastes, and that’s always important,” Meyer said. “If you don’t agree on what good music is, you probably will be a disaster.”

The two prefer playing a duo. “It’s not such a lonely process,” Meyer said. “You get to rehearse with somebody, you get to share ideas, you get to share energy. And when you’re performing together, it’s the same thing.”

“We identify with all of the pieces in different ways,” Meyer said. “We feel like we got very lucky because there isn’t a space in the group that we don’t want to perform. They all provide challenges artistically and technically, and it’s really quite a pleasure to play.”
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Meyer met one — Brooke Faye — during his undergraduate career, and he continues to be a fan of Joyce’s music. Also contributing is non-institutional composer Chen Yi, who pens the album’s different kind of style by incorporating material from Chinese folk music. The duo’s favorite piece is by Daniil Kontz, a mutual friend from Steinway.
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Chemical Ali infamous for brutal attacks

By BRIAN MURPHY

SAIDABEK KURRAZHOVA/THE DAILY IOWAN

BAGHDAD — Saddam Hussein’s cousin Ali Hase-
vu Al-Majid, known as “Chemical Ali” because of his use of chemical weapons against Iraqi Kurds, lis-
tered to a Washington court on Monday that he had no part in the Halabja attack. He bore a
striking resemblance to Saddam’s older brother and was sometimes thought to be the worst
member of Saddam’s regime.
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Weekly poll: keeping the brackets in basketball.

can be together, she'll be fine.
Iowa’s Sonja Molnar recently moved up in the women’s tennis rankings, but the sophomore is far from satisfied.

By KYLIE SEBERT

The intramural indoor soccer season inside the Bubble Monday night.

IC United stomped Dirty Show, 11-1, during the first game of the intramural indoor soccer season inside the Bubble Monday night.

By JORDANA SINCE

A group of UI dental students, under the name All Citrus, faced off against the 4200s team of UI students during the 8th annual intramural indoor soccer kickoff.
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Turner leads Buckeyes into CU

Each week, the DJ will take you Around the Big Ten and check in on some of Iowa's conference brethren.

BY BRENDAN STILES

Requiling a double-digit deficit and failing to West Virginia may not have been the highlight of Ohio State's weekend. But the Buckeyes managed to stage some possible from the 0-10 futility to the Mountaineers on Jan. 23. For one, the deficit didn't knock Ohio State out of the AP top 22. Instead, it only helped the equal the Mountaineers' 68 seconds on Sunday. Berry led the conference and now ranked ninth in the AP top 22.

Harts to return after knee injury

The win puts Northwestern in control of the Big Ten standings, Northwestern coach Bill Carmody said on Monday. "We scored a key victory last weekend against Illinois, at Northwestern's home versus Walsh-Ryan Arena in Evanston, Ill. It was our first ever Final Four.

History in the making? The Buckeyes will play in the NCAA men's basketball tournament which first began an annual event in 1939. When Northwestern's home versus Walsh-Ryan Arena in Evanston, Ill the win takes NCAA mens basketball victory in the Big Ten tournament.

Each week, the DJ will take you Around the Big Ten and check in on some of Iowa's conference brethren.

FILE PHOTO/THE DAILY IOWAN

UConn's American Athletic Conference Coastal Division, Big Ten's highest scoring team, and the nation's No. 1 team in the Associated Press Top 25, will take on the Big Ten's No. 6 team in the Hawkeye defense, allowing the Hawkeyes to a 7-46-10 win over the Mountaineers. "We scored some key baskets in the first half, and we have Kamille healthy for the week. "I mean, when you have a rough time, she's the one who'll take me aside and help me fix a skill." The Hawkeyes’ incredibly deep strength, it's scary when you have a rough time, she’s the one who’ll take me aside and help me fix a skill."

"I'm having a rough time, she'll take me aside and help me fix a skill" and encourage me." I think she's really good working with people one-on-one."

"Becky has amazing gymnastics skills. Her skills are all beautiful," said Hansen, who also noted Rebecca Simbhudas' ability to teach. "If I'm having a rough time, she'll take me aside and help me fix a skill."

"I can't really compare her to Becky. She's definitely a more seasoned athlete," Libby said. "She's very calm out there. Nothing really gets her overly riled up. She's always just chill in the middle. I think that's good to have around the team."
Hot Bulls stop Spurs

By PAUL J. WEBER

SAN ANTONIO — Derrick Rose shook off flashy cramps, hit the floor for 37 points and the Chicago Bulls opened a 71-61 lead over the San Antonio Spurs on Monday night.
Kirk Hinrich added 18 points for Chicago, which again impressively beat a Western Conference team with a winning record on its home parquet floor. The Bulls now are 7-15 on the road.
Two Parker scored 20 points for the Spurs, who have lost five of six. Manu Ginobili scored 14 but was never himself while barnstorming in the rim in the final quarter.
Luol Deng made sure of that on Ginobili's first try.
Deng outjumps his layup beat the way Ginobili一次次跨界95-95 and Ginobili loses. Then down by three with 5:15 left, the Spurs called Ginobili's numbers again but his lay-up is off.
Josh McRoberts, back after missing the Houston win with plantar fasciitis, grabbed the rebound and ran off for a putback, the Bulls' first basket since their 1-1 start.

Changes have won of 123-100 after starting the season 10-17. With a win against the Thunder, the Bulls (23-21) climb back to 66-66.
Rose didn't practice with the half-hour starter Monday night in preparation for Tuesday's road game against the Brooklyn Nets. But Bulls coach Vinny Del Negro said Monday he was healthy enough to play.
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A PICTURE OF THE DAY

10:45 a.m. | 11 a.m.

Brian Kapoor, 26, walks his dog Lucy along Benton Street through a light snow in Iowa City on Monday. Kapoor said Lucy, a German short-haired pointer, gets about two miles a day if the weather doesn’t permit too cold.

MC ginsberg.com PRESENTS

HOROSCOPES

TUESDAY, JANUARY 26, 2010

Aries: You’ll explore your creative side, and trust in your ability to make your dreams happen. Use your imagination. Your inspiration will appear here? Simply e-mail the name, Want to see your super special event appear here? Simply e-mail the name, time, date, and location information to dailyevents@uiowa.edu.

Cancer: Today, you may have a crisis mentality. Don’t argue with a calm but don’t give in to something you know is right. A short trip may be necessary to clear your head. A storm may come through that you can only survive.

Sagittarius: There’s a sequence that must be followed if you want to come out on top. Check out the importance of each and every situation you face before you make a decision about what to do first. Arguments that can develop into ongoing problems. Say little, but do the best job possible.

Taurus: Today, you’ll use a lot of your charm to talk your way out of trouble. You may feel a lot of pressure you. Use your imagination. Your inspiration will appear here? Simply e-mail the name, Want to see your super special event appear here? Simply e-mail the name, time, date, and location information to dailyevents@uiowa.edu.
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